ABRAHAM MOSES ANSBACHER  (A)
cattle dealer in Schopfloch
born 15 May 1779 Schopfloch ?, died 18 Sep 1859 Schopfloch
father = Moises Moises (born 4 Apr 1750, died ?)
mixed (1) before 1811

MEYLA HELD
born 24 Jul 1783 Schopfloch, died 27 Feb 1825 Schopfloch
parents = Moises Rochum Held (born 12 Aug 1767) + wife
Debora (7 Nov 1765 - 21 Feb 1842)
mixed (2) 10 Apr 1826

BAIERLE (BABET) WEIL
born 2 May 1802 Oberdorf, died ?
painters = Loew Weil + wife Hefele (= Eva)

SO FAR KNOWN CHILDREN (all born in Schopfloch):

(01) ROCHUM  04 Aug 1811 - 21 Jul 1900 (died in Schopfloch)
master bagmaker in Schopfloch
married 25 Nov 1835
Fani Michelbacher from Oettingen
07 Feb 1812 - 20 Mar 1852 (died in Schopfloch)
painters = Jakob Nathan Michelbacher +
wife Adelheid
(see own family sheet)

(02) JOEL  03 Jul 1815 - 13 Dec 1906 (died in Schopfloch)
master baker in Schopfloch
married (1) 19 Sep 1839
Sara Mannheimer from Schopfloch (widowed Gutmann)
18 Mar 1813 - 01 Sep 1855 (died in Schopfloch)
painters = Ruben Cohen Mannheimer +
second wife Perl nee Sulzbacher
married (2) 2 Jun 1857
Sophie Monheimer from Wittelshofen
06 Jun 1825 - 01 Jul 1895 (died in Schopfloch)
painters = Samuel Monheimer + wife Perl
(see own family sheet)

(03) MOSES  17 Feb 1819 - ?
move from Schopfloch to Leutershausen
married before 1847
Fany NN

two known daughters of of this marriage =
(a) Therese (03 Apr 1847 - 03 Dec 1885)
mixed Wolf Altmann in Schopfloch
(b) **Friederike** (ca 1849 – 15 Aug 1894)  
died unmarried in Schopfloch (grave 0187)

(A) Abraham Moses Ansbacher had a brother **Salomon Moses Ansbacher**  
(4 Jan 1787 – 10 Feb 1853), a cloth + wool merchant in Schopfloch, who  
made ca 1816 **Minkele Weil** (12 Feb 1792 – 7 May 1858). Children =  
**Schoenle** born 6 Sep 1817 + **Moses** born 18 Sep 1818.